Automation Systems

MVS

MULTISIZE VERTICAL SORTER
The Multisize Vertical Sorter is Selex ES’s new compact
sorter designed for medium-sized Postal, Courier and
Logistic operator hubs. It has extended the functionality of
the multipurpose sorting machine by delivering improved
performance over a reduced footprint.
GAME CHANGING INNOVATION IN PARCEL PROCESSING
The new Multisize Vertical Sorter is capable of processing
the widest range and variety of items including flats, parcels,
flyers, packets and trays. The sorter is based on innovative
cross-belt handling technology, where carts travel along a
vertical loop. Cross-belt cells are kept in horizontal position
as they travel between upper and lower sorter paths, thus
allowing items to recirculate.
The new MVS supports duel sorting paths (upper and lower)
and two levels of outlets at each side of the sorter, achieving
a significant reduction in the footprint.

MVS can process a wide range of sizes and weights from flats
to parcels up to 50kg. All are sorted into outlets that can be
customised according to specific customer needs.
The sorter can be equipped with different induction lines. The
0º Induction Line might be used to feed items on the upper
sorter level in order to guarantee a high throughput of items,
while the 30º Induction Line could be installed on both levels
of the sorter.
The transport system consists of a continuous train of carts
with two cross-belt cells coupled together on each cart. The
single cell is used for small-to-medium sized items, while
both cells are used to transport big parcels exceeding the
600x400x400 size limit for single cell.
The outlets can be configured with a very high level of
flexibility; from standard sliding chutes for parcels and trays,
to chutes and roll containers for packets, flats and flyers.

One Sorter Solution for Processing Flats, Flyers, Packets, Parcels and Trays

INNOVATIVE FEATURES
•• Vertical sorting loop allowing items to recirculate
•• Highest outlet density, using two levels and both sides
•• Improved efficiency: compacted footprint coupled with the
highest performance for linear sorters
•• 0º and 30º induction lines
•• Wi-Fi data transmission
•• Distributed on-board cell sorter-control
•• Drum motor on sorter cells: no transmission belts
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
General Information
Size and weight of sorted items
Length
Width
Height
Weight

MAIN BENEFITS
•• Largest range of processed items
•• Flexible and interchangeable outlets
•• Modular solution enabling easy upgrades
•• Low maintenance needs
•• Reduced energy consumption
•• High safety standards
•• Excellent ergonomics

Performance
up to 1200mm
up to 800mm
up to 800mm
one cell up to 25kg
two cells up to 50kg

Sorter speed
Sorter capacity

up to 1.3m/s
> 15,000 pph

For more information please email infomarketing@selex-es.com
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